“There is No Proof Your Pathetic
Manmade God Ever Lived”
Dr. Ray Bohlin
There is not one proof that Jesus ever lived. Everything you quoted on
your stupid page was all hearsay that was passed along by g*dd*mn fools.
Yeshu was real and lived one hundred years before your concocted fake
savior. There was jesus of gamala who was another savior. There was jesus
bar kocba, yet another savior. Josephus never wrote that passage about
jesus and only a f***ing fool would believe it was anything other than
another ‘christian’ lie and forgery. Josephus was a Jew and would have
been stoned to death for such a statement. You people lie like dogs and
couldn’t tell the truth if your lives depended on it. There were at least 50
well known authors/historians during the era that your pathetic manmade
god was said to have lived yet not one of them bothered to write one word
about him. Hell, man don’t you think with all his miracles and dead
people popping out of graves during his crucifixion that someone might
sit up and take notice? There are no people on this planet meaner or more
insane that Christians. Also, our Founders did not found this nation on
your sickening repulsive deadly religion and most of them hated it.
History is completely silent on all the major bible characters, including
the child raping killer Moses and the pimp Abraham. Thank goodness, for
you couldn’t find a more disgusting and perverted bunch if you spent your
life looking. Yahweh was a real b*stard that I wouldn’t allow in my
neighborhood. Why don’t you try the truth for a change?
I am sorry that our material has caused you to respond with such negative
emotion.
But if I may, I’d like to engage some of your points.

There is not one proof that jesus ever lived. Everything you quoted on
your stupid page was all hearsay that was passed along by g*dd*mn
fools.
This is a fairly broad generalization. Could you refer to something specific so we
can get a better idea of what you object to most?
Yeshu was real and lived one hundred years before your concocted fake
savior. There was jesus of gamala who was another savior. There was
jesus bar kocba, yet another savior.
Do you have some documentation for these various Jesus characters so we can
research ourselves? This is a commonly held notion but the documentation we
often see is not reliable.
Josephus never wrote that passage about jesus and only a f***ing fool
would believe it was anything other than another ‘christian’ lie and
forgery. Josephus was a jew and would have been stoned to death for
such a statement.
Concerning Josephus, Michael [Gleghorn] clearly indicates that the second
passage he refers to by Josephus was likely edited by a Christian scholar to
include the references to Jesus as the Christ and other messianic phrases. Most
scholars regard the rest of the passage as genuine.
www.probe.org/ancient-evidence-for-jesus-from-non-christian-sources/.
You people lie like dogs and couldn’t tell the truth if your lives depended on it.
There were at least 50 well known authors/historians during the era that your
pathetic manmade god was said to have lived yet not one of them bothered to
write one word about him.
Can you provide us a list of a few of these authors/historians? You have to
consider that any news did not travel very far or very fast in that era. Many of

Jesus’ miracles would be beyond belief for many and would have just been
dismissed. It makes sense therefore, that Jesus was noted a few decades later
when the number of his followers continued to grow despite severe persecution.
Hell, man don’t you think with all his miracles and dead people
popping out of graves during his crucifixion that someone might sit up
and take notice? There are no people on this planet meaner or more
insane that Christians. Also, our Founders did not found this nation on
your sickening repulsive deadly religion and most of them hated it.
I agree with you to a degree. Jefferson and Franklin were likely deists who used
the Bible when it suited them. George Washington however, seems to be a
genuine Christian. Do you have sources who indicate otherwise?
History is completely silent on all the major bible characters, including
the child raping killer moses and the pimp abraham.
Well, that’s not exactly true. Roman and Jewish historians make reference to
Jesus and Christians in the first century. Also a stone from around 800BC
contained the phrase “House of David.” Babylonian records refer to the
appropriate kings of Judah in the early years of the Babylonian captivity, both
those left in Jerusalem and those taken to Babylon. Nebuchadnezzar is real as are
the accounts of various Assyrian kings mentioned in Chronicles and Kings. The
Babylonian and Persian kings are accurately reflected in Daniel. It’s quite unlikely
to find any archeological references to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. They were
nomadic herders who didn’t keep any history.
Thank goodness, for you couldn’t find a more disgusting and perverted
bunch if you spent your life looking. Yahweh was a real b*stard that I
wouldn’t allow in my neighborhood. Why don’t you try the truth for a
change?
We are looking for the truth and confidently believe we have found it in Jesus

Christ of Nazareth. I suspect that something else besides your perceived lack of
evidence is driving the strength of your rejection. Whatever that may be, I am
truly sorry that some Christian or group of Christians have grievously harmed you
in some way in the past. No true Christians ever claim to be perfect or to have
exhaustive knowledge. But we have seen and experienced the truth in ways that
are quite convincing.
Respectfully,
Raymond G. Bohlin, Ph.D.

https://sites.google.com/site/yahwehelohiym/sons-of-god/the-boundaries-o
f-the-nations
Yahweh was just a hateful petty tribal god and one of the many sons of el
elyon, the most high god, and your bible proves it but you people do not
understand what the hell you read and keep the lies going.
I’m afraid your source is a bit behind the times. While some of what he says is
correct, that some names of God go back to the Ugaritic language, his/her
reliance
on
the
Documentary
Hypothesis
is
outdated.
www.biblearchaeology.org/post/2010/09/24/the-documentary-hypothesis.aspx#Ar
ticle
“Sons of God” appears elsewhere in the Old Testament, in Genesis 6:2,4 and Job
38:7. In each case it is either a reference to men who followed God (Genesis 6) or
angels (Job 38). Nothing new or damaging here.
If you just look a little further in the Old Testament you find Isaiah saying;
I am the Lord, I have no peer,
there is no God but me.

I arm you for battle, even though you do not recognize me.
I do this so people will recognize from east to west
that there is no God but me;
I am the Lord, I have no peer.
Remember what I accomplished in antiquity!
Truly I am God, I have no peer;
I am God, and there is none like me (45:5-9)
The God of the Bible is a monotheistic God throughout. And we do have a nearly
complete Book of Isaiah from the Dead Sea Scrolls and the only difference with
the Masoretic text of AD 900 is a few spelling changes.

One item at a time.
www.stephenjaygould.org/ctrl/buckner_ncn.html
I also advise you to read Liars for Jesus and Thomas Paine’s The Age of
Reason. Paine helped word our Constitution and Bill of Rights and named
this country The United States of America. Few Christians will speak
about his book because it cannot be refuted intelligently. His part 3
proves there are NO OT prophecies of jesus and makes jackasses of
anyone who says otherwise. Can you people read? Christians don’t follow
the doctrine of jesus, they follow the apostate liar paul. Read the Egyptian
Book of the Dead to find the Lord’s Prayer and the so-called ten
commandments along with many other items the murdering jews (who are
not jews but are liars from the synagogue of satan) stole and created their
rotten religion. Much of what they stole was from the ancient Sumerians
who lived about 1000 years before the hyksos came to be known as
Hebrews. Their epic of creation was used by these maggots to create the
most bloody and perverted religion this world has known, until Christians
showed up.

Hmmm. I don’t recall claiming that the U.S. is a Christian nation. You won’t find
that anywhere on our website. But do read from George Washington’s farewell
address:
Of all the dispositions and habits, which lead to political prosperity, Religion
and Morality are indispensable supports. In vain would that man claim the
tribute of Patriotism, who should labor to subvert these great pillars of human
happiness, these firmest props of the duties of Men and Citizens. The mere
Politician, equally with the pious man, ought to respect and to cherish them. A
volume could not trace all their connexions with private and public felicity. Let
it simply be asked, Where is the security for property, for reputation, for life, if
the sense of religious obligation desert the oaths, which are the instruments of
investigation in Courts of Justice? And let us with caution indulge the
supposition, that morality can be maintained without religion. Whatever may
be conceded to the influence of refined education on minds of peculiar
structure, reason and experience both forbid us to expect, that national
morality can prevail in exclusion of religious principle.
Clearly he doesn’t say what religion, but there was little else in America at that
time except for different forms of Christianity. Even if he only means a loose form
of deism, he clearly questions that government can function for long without it.
So you really want to use Thomas Paine as your source for the conviction that
there are no OT prophesies about Jesus? There is so much we didn’t know in the
late 18th century. Archaeology was barely a fledgling science. So many
manuscripts were unknown. We have thousands of OT and NT manuscripts today
that Paine had no knowledge of whatsoever. Isaiah 52:13 through 53:12 is about
as clear a prophecy of Jesus that you will find. And remember we have a complete
copy of Isaiah from the Dead Sea Scrolls, well before Jesus lived.
Liars for Jesus looks like an interesting book. I have no doubt there has been
sloppy scholarship on the part of many in the religious right. At Probe Ministries

we make every effort to research with integrity and write with a biblical
reasonableness and respect for those we disagree with.

Two of the foremost and revered Jewish Archaeologists in Israel have
proven the OT is a lie but preachers will never tell that. They are greedy
dogs
and
deceivers.
www.hiddenmysteries.org/mysteries/history/jehovah.html
I am familiar with the archaeologists you mention and their conclusions are quite
controversial. Archaeology comes with a need for publicity to help donors and
foundations continue your funding. Making such an outrageous claim would
certainly get headlines and keep the dollars flowing.
I’m not surprised that there are “official” documents declaring that YHWH had
Ashterah as a consort. The Jewish histories of the Bible are filled with
condemnation for continuing to worship in the high places and using Ashterah
poles for fertility. They did indeed worship many gods at times. The Bible doesn’t
hide that.
But again, this document refers to the Documentary Hypothesis and the P source.
This has been debunked for decades but is still used in many secular universities
because it fits their predetermined conclusions about biblical texts.
By the way, you can find documentation for the House of David inscription here:
www.reclaimingthemind.org/blog/category/archaeology/.
Also we do have the oldest form of writing from Tell Mardikh, the Ebla Tablets.
These date to between the 26th and 23rd centuries BCE. There are names, of
places, people, and customs similar to those found in Genesis. If Genesis was
supposedly written in the 7th century BCE as many claim, these names, places
and customs could not be known.

evidenceforchristianity.blogspot.com/2008/11/ebla-tablets-ancient-sumerian.html

Elba Tablets?! Ha, your man was long ago discredited. You must keep up.
www.infidels.org/library/modern/james_still/reliability.html
Everything the so-called jews have or ever had was stolen from other
cultures. It is easy to understand why those horrid creatures have been
tossed out of every nation they tried to infiltrate with their money making
schemes and corruptions. They were the central bankers our founders
hated and tried to keep out of this nation. The Presidents who came
against them were assassinated. Jackson managed to survive the attempts
they made on his life but they still managed to gain the upper hand again
and now the swine damn near own this entire nation. The only method
used to gain control of Palestine was more lies. Go figure. You don’t have
a clue what is even happening in this world and who is in control.
I don’t think Mr. Still refutes much of anything about the Ebla Tablets. He admits
that Pettinato is a Sumerologist and therefore will have skills of translation. The
only quibble Mr. Still seems to have with Pettinato is his claim to find the name
Yah, similar to Yahweh. OK fine, he just offers another opinion. He says nothing
about the names of the cities on the plain. He lost almost all credibility with me in
his opening three paragraphs, claiming that Christianity is just a faith and
mystery religion according to Paul. Then says Josh McDowell’s theology is in
tension with this since McDowell wants an inerrant scripture based on facts.
Sorry, I don’t see any tension at all. Paul refers to actual events in his letters,
things that happened to him and things he learned from the apostles. Paul is the
one in 1 Corinthians 15 who puts a lot of weight on the historical resurrection.
There’s no tension. He’s making mountains out of ant hills.
His account of how the gospels came about is some shoddy tying together of

weird threads. The so-called “Q” document does not exist. It is only supposed to
exist because it fits this model. He refers to some of the church fathers to back up
some of his points but not to the early tradition among those same church fathers
that Mark was written by Mark from Peter’s recollections. Luke is indeed an
historian. Still’s confusion over the middle chapters is not worth responding to.
Most conservative scholars now suggest that all the gospels were written before
AD 70 because none of them mention the destruction of Jerusalem and the Jewish
temple when Jesus specifically predicts this in all three synoptic gospels. It would
be easy to add this as an editorial proof that Jesus got it right. Especially if these
gospels were supposedly cobbled together from sayings and other recollections.
Last, I really liked the part about Jesus waving a magic wand over Lazarus in the
catacombs indicating they saw him as a magician. I haven’t actually seen the
picture though I looked for one. Found a few articles stating the same but no
documentation. I suspect that it’s another Everest out of an ant hill.
I’m still working on the Thomas Paine refutation of messianic prophecies. Not
terribly impressed though. As suspected some of his objections no longer hold up.
He also assumes away the supernatural so when Isaiah refers to the Persian
Cyrus who wasn’t even born in Isaiah’s time, he uses that to say that obviously
Isaiah was written after 500 BCE. It’s bad form to assume away what you are
trying to discredit.

Funny how you keep claiming that men like Paine just assume things
while he at least existed and that is more than you can say about your
bible supermen. It would be one thing to have one of these paragons of
virtue (not) to disappear but to have the great majority of them to
vaporize from all historical records should wake up even the village idiot.
I guess when a man makes his living off conning the sheeple he will stand
by his deception until the end. Religion is now a trillion dollar a year
BUSINESS. That is like waiting for a used car salesman to tell the buyer

to be ware, there may be something wrong with his intended purchase. If
Christians really claim the bible is the word of god they must really be
confused about what the book says since there are over 3000 sects of
Christianity and they disagree on many points. If god is not the author of
confusion he sure messed up with his only written word to man. Not only
is the bible a mess of contradictions and falsehoods, it is by far the
filthiest and bloodiest book ever penned by man. You claim the Creator of
this entire world had any part of that filth and to me that is where
blasphemy truly is found. You are obviously rooted in lies or you are just
taking advantage of brainwashed people to make a living. Either way, you
will never open your eyes. Enjoy the holiday of greed and materialism with
the rest of the Christian world.
Your hatred blinds you at least as much as you would say my faith blinds me.
I will readily admit that much that passes for Christianity indeed is little more
than business. But I would say you are guilty of following the old adage of
throwing out the baby with the bathwater. We’re not all liars, cheats and frauds.
Jesus did/does exist.
He indeed fulfilled dozens of OT prophecies about the Messiah.
Performed signs and miracles beyond the plain ability of a simple magician,
control over nature that frightened even his own disciples, raised a man dead for
four days, healed a man blind from birth.
He died for my sins and for yours.
His historical resurrection proved his claims of deity and opened the door for all
who call Him Lord and believe that God raised him from the dead, will be saved.
Ten of eleven disciples died a martyr’s death, believing all that they saw and
heard was real.

You are following the imaginations of those who are guilty of seeking to destroy
what they simply don’t like. Besides, as the evolutionary biologist J.B.S. Haldane
said, “If my brain is simply composed of atoms, and my thoughts are simply the
interaction of atoms in my brain, I have no reason to suppose my brain to be
composed of atoms” (loose paraphrase). In a fully materialistic universe, there is
no truth, no way to truly know what is real; truth is simply what works, for the
moment. Truth is indeed relative and ultimately unknowable. So why bother with
your crusade? If some choose to belief a benevolent fiction, what do you care?
Obviously you do care, you believe some things to be true and false. I only
observe that you need to borrow from a Christian worldview to do so.
Pascal’s wager is still worth considering; if I am wrong and death is the end and
there is no afterlife, I’ve lost nothing. I’ve lived a good life, loved my wife and
kids, kind to my neighbors, supported an Indian boy, and help give others hope. If
you’re wrong, you lose everything.
I will enjoy the celebration of the Incarnation that the now secular culture of the
USA has turned into a necessary economic ritual. My family will enjoy a very
modest Christmas.
I hope you can enjoy some time with friends or family during this end of year.
Respectfully,
Dr. Ray Bohlin
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